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Abstract
MYC is a transcription factor acting as a pivotal regulator of genes involved in cell cycle progression,
apoptosis, differentiation and metabolism. In this study, we evaluated the association of MYC
polymorphisms with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) risk and chemoradiotherapy induced toxicities
among Chinese population. By using bioinformatic tools, five potential functional single nucleotide
polymorphisms of MYC were genotyped in a case-control study with 684 NPC patients and 823 healthy
controls. We found two SNPs rs4645948 (C>T) and rs2071346 (G>T) were significantly associated with
increased risk of developing NPC (TT+CT vs CC, OR=1.557, P=3.34×10-4; TT+GT vs GG, OR=1.361,
P=0.007, respectively). In addition, rs4645948 (C>T) was conferred with increased risk of anemia (CT vs
CC, OR=2.152, P=0.001) and severe leukopenia (CT vs CC, OR=1.893, P=0.034) for NPC patients
receiving chemoradiotherapy. We also found rs2071346 (G>T) variant genotype carriers were subjected
to higher risk of anemia (GT vs GG, OR=1.665, P=0.022) and thrombocytopenia (GT vs GG, OR=1.685,
P=0.035). Our results demonstrated that the relative expression of MYC was dramatically higher in NPC
tissues compared to rhinitis tissues. Over-expression of MYC was positively correlated with advanced T
stage, N stage, and late clinical stage. Notably, the expression of MYC in rs4645948 CT and TT genotypes
carriers were significantly higher than CC genotype carriers. Luciferase reporter assay indicated that the
T allele of rs4645948 led to significantly higher transcription activity of MYC compared to the C allele.
These findings suggested that individual carrying the rs4645948 T allele may be at greater risk for NPC
due to an increase of MYC transcriptional activity and an augment of MYC expression.
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Introduction
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a malignant
tumor arising from the epithelium of the
nasopharynx. Although relatively rare in the western

world (<1 case per 100,000 people), NPC is highly
prevalent in southern China, Southeast Asia and
Northern Africa, with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
http://www.jcancer.org
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infection, environmental factors and genetic
susceptibility implicated in its aetiology [1,2].
Currently, radiation therapy is a key modality in the
treatment of NPC, and the treatment efficiency is
improved when combined with chemotherapy [3,4].
The overall five-year survival rate of NPC patients
remains around 72-90% for stages I and II NPC and
30%-55% for stages III and IV NPC, suggesting that
early diagnosis is a key for better prognosis [5].
Unfortunately, the majority of NPC is diagnosed at an
advanced stage due to the non-specific symptoms at
early stage and the lack of a thorough nasopharyngeal
examination. A clearer understanding of the
molecular signature and underlying mechanisms
would be beneficial in providing effective biomarkers
for early diagnosis and therapeutic intervention [6-8].
With the evolution of DNA sequencing and
bioinformatics, evidence of genetic polymorphisms
underlying NPC pathogenesis is rapidly increasing
[9,10]. In the past decades, several large-scale
case-control studies have present a genome-wide
view of the changes in NPC by genome wide
association study (GWAS), exome sequencing,
targeted sequencing, and SNP array analysis. Many
susceptibility loci of NPC in different populations
have been identified, including ITGA9 at
chromosome 3p22.2, HLA-A and GABBR1 at 6p22.1,
HLA-B/C and MICA at 6p21.33, HLA-DQ/DR at
6p21.32, MECOM at 3q26.2, CDKN2A/2B at 9q21.3,
TNFRSF19 at 13q12.12, and MST1R at 3p21.3 [11-14].
Despite these notable achievements, additional
predisposing genetic variants remain to be discovered
as the identified risk variants only explain a small
proportion of nasopharyngeal carcinoma heritability.
MYC is a proto-oncogene encoding a
transcription factor that regulates the expression of
approximately 15% of human genes directly and
indirectly [15]. MYC integrates multiple signaling
pathways and function as a master protein in the
regulation of cellular proliferation, differentiation,
cellular metabolism, apoptosis, migration/invasion,
angiogenesis, microenvironment remodeling and
immune responses [16-20]. Mechanistically, MYC
interacts with MAX and activates gene transcription
by binding to E-box DNA elements in the regulatory
regions of target genes [21]. In addition, MYC
participates in the regulation of global chromatin
structure by recruiting histone acetyltransferases and
regulating histone acetylation [22]. Moreover, MYC
can indirectly regulate gene expression at the
translational level since it controls multiple
components of ribosome biogenesis. These critical
functions of MYC imply its pivotal role in
tumorigenesis.
Deregulation of MYC has been frequently
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observed in the pathogenesis of numerous human
cancers, including diffuse large B-cell lymphoma,
breast cancer, cervical cancer, hepatocellular
carcinaoma, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma,
and lung cancer, and was strongly correlated with
poor prognosis [23-29]. Several studies have indicated
that ectopic expression of MYC was a frequent genetic
abnormality in NPC [30-32]. Konckdown of MYC
inhibits cell growth and cell cycle progression in NPC
cells [33]. In addition, MYC regulates radioresistance
in a stem cell-like population of NPC cells through
transcriptional activation of CHEK1 and CHEK2
checkpoint kinases [34]. However, the underling
mechanisms of MYC dysregulation in NPC remains
unclear.
Since gene mutation and DNA amplification are
two major causes for oncogene desregulation, we
wondered if there exists single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) that contributes to MYC
over-expression. To date, few studies have directly
investigated the genetic polymorphisms of MYC in
NPC. This study fills in this knowledge gap by
conducting a case-control study with 684 NPC cases
and 823 healthy controls from China with
bioinformatic tools for functional SNP selection of
MYC, and attempted to understand their impact on
MYC function and clinical outcomes.

Materials and Methods
Study population
684 newly diagnosed, histopathologically
confirmed and untreated NPC patients were
consecutively recruited in Hunan Provincial Cancer
Hospital between October 2014 and September 2015.
Patients who had other concomitant malignant
diseases or a second malignancy were excluded.
Moreover, 94 newly diagnosed NPC tissue biopsies
and 8 rhinitis tissue biopsies were collected from
patients receiving pharyngorhinoscopy inspection. At
the same time, 823 cancer-free healthy control subjects
were enrolled in Xiangya Hospital who were seeking
health care. All participants were genetically
unrelated, ethnic Han Chinese population. The
patients that received induction chemotherapy (IC)
plus concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) regimen
were rigorously picked out for toxicity association
study, as we described previously [35]. The toxic
reactions were evaluated by the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE 3.0) during
the CCRT treatment period. This study was
performed with the approval of the Independent
Ethical Committee of Institute of Clinical
Pharmacology, Central South University (CTXY-1400
07-2). At recruitment, written informed consent was
http://www.jcancer.org
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obtained from all participants involved in this study.

Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized using
a PrimeScript TM RT reagent Kit (Takara Bio Inc.,
Japan). Real-time PCR was performed in Roche
LightCycler 480 system (Roche, Basel, Switzerland).
2−ΔΔCt method was used to calculate the relative
expression of MYC. The primer sequences were listed
as follows: GAPDH forward: 5’-ACAACTTTGGTATC
GTGGAAGG-3’ and reverse: 5’-GCCATCACGCCAC
AGTTTC-3’; MYC forward: 5’-GTCAAGAGGCGAAC
ACACAAC-3’ and reverse: 5’-TTGGACGGACAGGA
TGTATGC-3’.

Bioinformatic selection for functional SNPs
We applied three bioinformatic databases, including ENCODE (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE
/), ENSEMBL (http://asia.ensembl.org/index.html?
redirect=no) and dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/snp/) to select SNPs lying within putative
regulatory regions. The potential functional SNPs
were picked out based on the following criteria: 1)
SNPs localize to DNaseI hypersensitivity regions (a
feature of active cis-regulatory sequences); 2) SNPs
within regions of H3K27 acetylation marks (near
active regulatory element); 3) SNPs localize to dense
transcription factor binding sites; 4) SNPs localize to
active chromatin state segmentation predicted by
ChIP-seq data from the Broad Histone track; 5) SNPs
exhibit eQTL trait. Finally, five potential functional
SNPs (rs4645948, rs2071346, rs3891248, rs3824120,
rs10110283) of MYC were identified for genotyping.
As shown in Figure S1 and Table S1, there was no
significant LD (R2<0.8) between each SNP pair. The
detailed characteristics of the candidate SNPs were
listed in Table 1.

Dual luciferase reporter assay
The human nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines
HONE1 and HNE1 were obtained from the Advanced
Research Center of Central South University, cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), penicillin (100 units/ml),
and streptomycin (100 units/ml) at 37 °C in
humidified 5% CO2 incubator. The 5’-UTR region of
MYC containing putative functional polymorphism
site rs4645948 was directly synthesized by Genechem
Company (Genechem, Shanghai, China) and cloned
into Hind III site of pGL3 vector to get the wild-type
vector (pGL3-MYC-WT). The mutant-type vector
(pGL3-MYC-MUT) of rs4645948 was generated by
site-directed mutagenesis. Nucleotide sequence of the
constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing. For
the luciferase reporter assays, HONE1 and HNE1 cells
were cultured in 24-well plates and transfected with
pGL3-MYC-WT or pGL3-MYC-MUT constructs using
Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 48h
after transfection, cells were harvested and assayed
for Firefly and Renilla luciferase activities using the
Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega,
Madison, WI). Firefly luciferase activity was
normalized to Renilla luciferase activity in order to
correct the transfection efficiency.

DNA extraction and genotyping
3 ml of peripheral venous blood of each
participant was collected and stored at -80°C. Tissue
samples were preserved in RNAlater and stored in
liquid nitrogen. Genomic DNA was extracted using
the QIAamp DNA Mini and Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen
Inc., Valencia, CA) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. The Sequenom MassARRAY
iPLEX platform (Sequenom, Inc., San Diego, CA) was
applied for candidate SNPs genotyping. The SNPs
with call rate > 95 % were allowed for further analysis.

RNA isolation and real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted and purified from
tissues with RNAiso reagent (Takara Bio Inc., Japan).
Table 1. Characteristics of the candidate SNPs.
SNPs

Chromosome Localization MAFa
(Global/ EUR/ AMR/ EAS/
SAS/ CHS)
rs4645948 8:127736252 5’-UTR
7%/2%/6%/14%/
(C>T)
11%/17%
rs2071346 8:127736777 Intron
13%/2%/8%/20%/
(G>T)
13%25%
rs3891248 8:127737893 Intron
40%/17%/26%/40%/33%
(A>T)
/39%
rs3824120 8:127735707 5’-UTR
12%/12%/19%/15%/18%
(G>T)
/16%
rs10110283 8:127739932 Intron
9%/3%/2%/7%/6%/5%
(G>A)

CpG
island
√

H3K27
acetylation
marks
√

DNaseI
Dense transcription
hypersensitivity factor binding region
clusters
√
√

Active chromatin eQTL
state segmentation trait
by HMM
Promoter
√

√

√

√

√

Promoter

√

√

√

√

√

Promoter

√

√

√

√

√

Promoter

√

×

√

√

√

Enhancer

√

Abbreviations: MAF, minor allele frequency; EUR, European; AMR, American; EAS, East Asian; SAS, South Asian; CHS, Southern Han Chinese, China.
aData from 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 allele frequencies.
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Statistical analysis
The distribution of demographic characteristics
between cases and controls were examined by the χ2
test. Genotype frequencies of candidate SNPs were
tested for the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).
The association between SNPs and the risk of NPC
susceptibility as well as chemoradiotherapy induced
toxicities were demonstrated as odd ratios (ORs) and
their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) computed by
multivariate logistic regression analyses. All experiments were performed in triplicate, and the data was
shown as the mean± standard deviation caculated by
Student t test. All tests were two-sided, and a P value
< 0.05 was considered as statistical significant.
Haplotype analysis was conducted by the Web tool
SHEsis (http://analysis.bio-x.cn/myAnalysis.php).
Statistical analyses were carried out using the SPSS
19.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).

Results
Population Characteristics
The demographics characteristics of patients
with NPC and control subjects were shown in Table
2. Overall, the controls were comparable with patients
with regard to age and BMI. However, a significantly
higher male-to-female ratio (case vs control: 3.10 vs
0.85) was observed in cases, suggesting the cases
representation paralleled the demographics of NPC in
the general population. After excluding the cases with
non-uniform treatment regimen, 505 NPC patients
were included in the following chemoradiotherapy
toxicity association analysis (Figure 1). The detailed
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clinical and therapy information for NPC patients
were listed in Table S2. Most of the patients (90.1%)
were diagnosed at late stages (III and IV) according to
the 2002 American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)
staging system. All the patients received platinumbased induction chemotherapy plus concurrent
radiochemotherapy with an average pGTVnx irradiation dose of 71.34 Gy. According to the CTCAE, there
were 51 (10.1%) patients developed severe dermatitis,
129 (25.5%) patients developed severe oral mucositis,
121 (24.0%) patients developed severe myelosuppression, 94 (18.6%) patients developed severe
neutropenia, 73 (14.5%) patients developed severe
leukopenia, 217 (43%) patients developed anemia,
and 98 (19.4%) patients developed thrombocytopenia
during the CCRT treatment period.
Table 2. Distribution of clinical characteristics of NPC cases and
cancer-free controls.
Variables
Gender
Male
Female
Age, years
≥ 47
< 47
BMI
≥ 24
18.5 ~ 24
≤ 18.5
Smoking status
Smoker
Nonsmoker
Drinking status
Drinker
Nondrinker

Controls N (%)

Cases N (%)

Pa

378 (45.9)
445 (54.1)

517 (75.6)
167 (24.4)

1.91×10-14`

349 (42.4)
474 (57.6)

305 (44.6)
379 (55.4)

0.394

312 (37.9)
466 (56.6)
45 (5.5)

275 (40.2)
368 (53.8)
41 (6.0)

0.542

192 (23.3)
631 (76.7)

326 (47.7)
358 (52.3)

2.37×10-14`

121 (14.7)
702 (85.3)

128 (18.7)
556 (81.3)

0.043

a

Two-sided x2 test

MYC candidate SNPs and NPC
susceptibility

Figure 1. Patient selection diagram. The patients that received intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT)
and treated with induction chemotherapy (IC) plus concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) regimen with
complete follow-ups data were rigorously picked out for toxicity association study.

All of the SNPs showed a call
rate > 95% except for rs3891248, and
the genotype distributions of other
SNPs in controls were in accordance
with HWE (p>0.05). Multivariate
logistic regression adjusted for age,
gender, BMI, smoking status, and
drinking status was used to assess
the association between candidate
SNPs and the risk of NPC. We found
two SNPs rs4645948 (C>T) and
rs2071346 (G>T) were significantly
associated with increased risk of
developing NPC (TT+CT vs CC,
OR=1.557, P=3.34×10-4; TT+GT vs
GG,
OR=1.361,
P=0.007,
http://www.jcancer.org
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respectively) (Table 3). The statistical power for the
two SNPs were 0.869 and 0.672 calculated by PS
software (version 3.0.43). We failed to found any
association between the other candidate SNPs and
NPC susceptibility in our study population.
Table 3. Multivariate logistic regression analysis of MYC
candidate SNPs and NPC susceptibility.
Genotypes
rs4645948 (C>T)
CC
CT
TT
TT+CT vs CC
TT vs CT+CC
rs2071346 (G>T)
GG
GT
TT
TT+GT vs GG
TT vs GT+GG
a

Controls N
(%)

Cases N (%) ORa (95% CI)

Pa

631 (76.7)
174 (21.1)
17 (2.1)

464 (67.8)
197 (28.8)
20 (2.9)

1.00 (reference)
1.557 (1.212-2.001)
1.556 (0.781-3.102)
1.557 (1.223-1.984)
1.402 (0.703-2.794)

0.001
0.209
3.34×10-4
0.337

555 (67.4)
234 (28.4)
32 (3.9)

408 (59.6)
240 (35.1)
35 (5.1)

1.00 (reference)
1.361 (1.078-1.720)
1.360 (0.809-2.288)
1.361 (1.088-1.702)
1.210 (0.722-2.028)

0.010
0.246
0.007
0.468

Adjusted for gender, age, BMI, drinking status and smoking status.

Interaction analyses further revealed a
significant multiplicative interaction between selected
SNPs and gender on NPC risk. As shown in Table 4,
compared to females with rs4645948 CC genotype,
significantly increased risk of NPC was observed for
males with CC (OR=2.754, P=9.07×10-11), CT
(OR=4.678, P=2.75×10-15) and TT genotypes
(OR=4.998, P=2.34×10-4). Likewise, the risk of
developing NPC increased to 2.782 (P=3.20×10-10),
3.818 (P=4.69×10-13), 4.608 (P=4.89×10-6) fold for males
with rs2071346 GG, GT, TT genotype carriers,
compared to females carrying rs2071346 GG
genotype.
The frequency of inferred haplotypes of MYC

gene based on observed genotypes and their
association with the risk of NPC were shown in Table
S3. The result demonstrated that the TTGG haplotype
was associated with increased risk of NPC (OR=1.327,
P=0.009).

MYC candidate SNPs and chemoradiotherapy
induced toxicities
Furthermore, we tried to reveal the relationship
between MYC polymorphisms and chemoradiotherapy induced toxicities for NPC patients. By applying
multivariate logistic regression analysis adjusting for
patient clinical and treatment factors, our result
demonstrated that rs4645948 (C>T) was associated
with increased risk of anemia (CT vs CC, OR=2.152,
P=0.001) and severe leukopenia (CT vs CC, OR=1.893,
P=0.034) for NPC patients receiving chemoradiotherapy. We also found rs2071346 (G>T) variant genotype carriers were conferred with increased risk of
anemia (GT vs GG, OR=1.665, P=0.022) and thrombocytopenia (GT vs GG, OR=1.685, P=0.035) (Table 5).
Our result indicated that neither of the candidate
SNPs have a linkage with chemoradiotherapy
induced dermatitis, oral mucositis and neutropenia
for NPC patients.

Genotype-specific expression effect of
rs4645948
Since rs4645948 was predicted to have regulatory feature in the active promoter region of MYC, we
wondered if rs4645948 could affect MYC transcription
activity and hence MYC expression. Therefore, we
examined the expression of MYC in NPC tissues with
different rs4645948 genotypes. As shown in
Figure 2A, the relative expression level of MYC was
significantly higher in samples carrying CT and TT
genotypes compared to samples with CC genotype.

Table 4. The interaction between rs4645948, rs2071346 and gender on NPC risk.
Genotypes
rs4645948 (C>T)
CC
CT
TT
CC
CT
TT
rs2071346 (G>T)
GG
GT
TT
GG
GT
TT
a

Gender

Controls N (%)

Cases N (%)

ORa (95% CI)

Pa

female
female
female
male
male
male

337 (40.9)
99 (12.0)
8 (1.0)
294 (35.7)
75 (9.1)
9 (1.1)

116 (17.0)
46 (6.7)
3 (0.4)
348 (50.9)
151 (22.1)
17 (2.5)

1.00 (reference)
1.353 (0.899-2.036)
1.081 (0.282-4.145)
2.754 (2.027-3.740)
4.678 (3.190-6.858)
4.998 (2.121-11.777)

0.147
0.910
9.07×10-11
2.75×10-15
2.34×10-4

female
female
female
male
male
male

303 (36.8)
125 (15.2)
15 (1.8)
252 (30.6)
109 (13.2)
17 (2.1)

105 (15.4)
58 (8.5)
4 (0.6)
303 (44.3)
182 (26.6)
31 (4.5)

1.00 (reference)
1.342 (0.916-1.968)
0.767 (0.249-2.363)
2.782 (2.023-3.828)
3.818 (2.656-5.488)
4.608 (2.393-8.872)

0.131
0.644
3.20×10-10
4.69×10-13
4.89×10-6

Adjusted for age, BMI, drinking status and smoking status.
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Table 5. Multivariate logistic analysis of candidate SNPs and concurrent chemoradiotherapy induced hematotoxicities in NPC patients.
Genotypes

Leukopenia
Grade ≤2 Grade > 2 ORa (95% CI)
N (%)
N (%)

rs4645948 (C>T)
CC
302 (69.9) 46 (63.0)
CT

116 (26.9) 25 (34.2)

TT

12 (2.8)

2 (2.7)

TT+CT vs CC
TT vs CT+CC
rs2071346 (G>T)
GG
264 (61.1) 41 (56.2)
GT

143 (33.1) 28 (38.4)

TT

24 (5.6)

TT+GT vs GG
TT vs GT+GG

4 (5.5)

Thrombocytopenia
Pa
Grade 0 Grade > 0 ORa (95% CI)
N (%)
N (%)

1.00 (reference)
1.893
(1.048-3.419)
0.778
(0.129-4.694)
1.747
(0.985-3.099)
0.667
(0.113-3.927)

284 (69.8) 64 (65.3)
0.034 109 (26.8) 32 (32.7)
0.784 12 (2.9)
0.056
0.654

1.00 (reference)
1.593
(0.903-2.812)
1.098
(0.312-3.861)
1.517
(0.879-2.618)
0.934
(0.272-3.212)

2 (2.0)

253 (62.2) 52 (53.1)
0.108 131 (32.2) 40 (40.8)
0.884 23 (5.7)
0.134
0.914

5 (5.1)

Pa

1.00 (reference)
1.305
(0.780-2.184)
0.369
(0.065-2.094)
1.176
(0.712-1.941)
0.345
(0.062-1.934)

0.311
0.261
0.527
0.226

1.00 (reference)
1.685
(1.037-2.738)
0.800
(0.270-2.366)
1.518
(0.953-2.419)
0.604
(0.203-1.792)

0.035
0.686
0.079
0.363

Anemia
Grade 0
N (%)

Grade > 0 ORa (95% CI)
N (%)

213 (74.0) 135 (62.2) 1.00
(reference)
66 (22.9) 75 (34.6) 2.152
(1.372-3.375)
7 (2.4)
7 (3.2)
1.613
(0.484-5.370)
2.095
(1.356-3.235)
1.378
(0.406-4.684)
184 (63.9) 121 (55.8) 1.00
(reference)
91 (31.6) 80 (36.9) 1.665
(1.077-2.575)
13 (4.5)
15 (6.9)
2.403
(1.001-5.773)
1.755
(1.157-2.662)
1.981
(0.841-4.665)

Pa

0.001
0.436
0.001
0.607

0.022
0.050
0.008
0.118

a Adjusted for gender, age, BMI, smoking status, drinking status, histological type, clinical stage, induced chemotherapy regimen, concurrent chemoradiotherapy regimen,
and irradiation dose.

Figure 2. The effect of rs4645948 on MYC expression and transcription activity. (A) The expression level of MYC in NPC tissues with different rs4645948
genotypes. (B) The TT genotype of rs4645948 increases MYC transcription activity in HNE1 cell. (C) The TT genotype of rs4645948 increases MYC transcription
activity in HONE1 cell.

Figure 3. The relative expression of MYC in NPC tissues and its clinical significance. (A) MYC was significantly higher expressed in NPC tissues compared to rhinitis
tissues. MYC over expression was correlated with late clinical stage (B), advanced T stage (C) and N stage (D).
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rs4645948 increases MYC transcriptional
activity
Due to the expression variation of MYC with
different rs4645948 genotypes in NPC tissues, we
want to know if this 5’-UTR polymorphism exerts its
role through transcription regulation. We applied
luciferase reporter assay to evalute the effects of
rs4645948 on the MYC transcriptional activity. We
found that the luciferase activity of the cells transfected with pGL3-MYC-MUT increased to about 1.5 times
compared with the cells transfected with pGL3-MYCWT (Figure 2B, 2C). These findings indicated that
individual carrying the MYC T allele may be at
greater risk for NPC due to an increase of MYC
transcriptional activity and an augment of MYC
expression.

Up regulation of MYC in NPC tissues and its
clinical significance
To assess the significance of MYC in NPC
pathogenesis, we examined and quantified the
expression of MYC by qRT-PCR in 94 NPC tissues
and 10 rhinitis tissues. As presented in Figure 3, MYC
was prominently up-regulated (5792 fold change) in
clinical NPC tissues compared with rhinitis tissues (P
< 0.01). Moreover, we evaluated the correlation of
MYC expression with patients’ clinicopathological
parameters to assess its clinical significance. As
shown, over-expression of MYC was positively
correlated with advanced T stage (P<0.05), N stage
(P<0.05), and late clinical stage (P<0.01), suggesting
that MYC could be a potential progressive factor for
NPC patients.

Discussion
The remarkable ethnic and geographical
distributions indicate genetic factors may play a
leading role in the pathogenesis of NPC. Nevertheless, genomic background of this disease remains
largely obscure, and no targeted therapy has been
established. A number of studies have indicated that
deregulation of MYC contributed to the development
of most human malignancies both in vitro and in vivo
since it had an effect on all basic cellular processes
[16]. In this study, we wanted to know if SNPs of
MYC contribute to aberrant expression of MYC in
NPC, and eventually lead to NPC tumorigenesis.
In the past decade, a number of large scale
GWAS have identified nearly 6,500 loci associated
with diseases. However, only 7% of such loci are
located in protein-coding regions, whereas 93% are
located in noncoding regions [36-38]. Such results
imply that many genetic variants predisposing to the
risk of human diseases are likely to exert their role by
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affecing the regulation of genes rather than directly
altering protein function. In light of this, we took full
advantage of bioinformatic databases for selection of
potentially functional SNPs lies in non-coding regions
of MYC, as mentioned in the method. Herein, for the
first time we identified MYC rs4645948 and rs2071346
as new susceptibility locus for NPC among a Chinese
population. Notably, we found the risk of NPC
increased dramatically to 5.488 fold and 5.266 fold for
male mutant homozygote carriers of rs4645948 and
rs2071346, compared to female wild homozygote
carriers. Moreover, rs4645948 and rs2071346 mutant
genotype carriers were exposed to increased risk of
developing anemia, thrombocytopenia, and severe
leukopenia in the concurrent chemoradiotherapy
period.
Since rs4645948 was located in 5’-UTR of MYC,
we conducted a dual luciferase reporter assay to
estimate its role on MYC transcription activity. As
predicted, the luciferase activity of pGL3-MYC-MUT
was significantly higher than pGL3-MYC-WT. This
was in accordance with the finding in NPC tissues, as
the relative expression of MYC was significantly
higher in CT and TT genotypes in comparison with
CC genotype. These may explain our clinical
association study result to a certain extent. Given the
fact that MYC was a oncogene, the mutant genotype
of rs4645948 increased transcriptional activity of
MYC, leading to high level expression of MYC, and
consequently increased risk of NPC. By the way, the
mutation frequency of rs4645948 was particularly
higher in East Asian (14%) and South Asian (11%) in
contrast to American (6%) and European (2%) (data
from 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3). This was
interesting since NPC was endemic to Southeast Asia,
the higher MAF of rs4645948 in southeast Asia
indicated its pathogenic role in NPC. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study that investigates
the function of rs4645948 on MYC transcriptional
activity and its mRNA expression, which might
provide new insight for the genetic basis of NPC.
We further demonstrated that MYC was over
expressed in NPC tissues, and was correlated with
advanced T stage, N stage, and late clinical stage,
indicating MYC was involved in NPC progression.
Actually, previous studies have also reported that
MYC gene amplification was associated with poor
clinical stage and prognosis in many kinds of cancers
[23-28]. Considering the pleiotropic effect of MYC on
tumorigenesis transformation, MYC is an ideal target
for pharmacological intervention, and targeting MYC
could have broad-range anti-tumor effect [39]. Indeed,
a mouse model expressing a switchable dominant
negative form of MYC, called OmoMyc has
demonstrated that MYC can be inactivated in cancer
http://www.jcancer.org
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cells without causing detrimental tissue homeostasis
[40]. Several small-molecule MYC inhibitors, such as
KJ-Pyr-9, ME47, 10058-F4, have been proved to
antagonize tumour cell growth in vitro and in vivo
through disrupting the MYC:MAX:E-box interaction/
binding and blocking transcriptional MYC activity
[41-43].
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that MYC
rs4645948 increased transcriptional activity of MYC,
leading to high level expression of MYC, and
consequently increased risk of developing NPC and
concurrent radiochemotherapy induced toxicities in
southern Chinese populations. The result of our study
may provide new insight in the molecular
pathogenesis of NPC and have certain implications
for NPC diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.
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